As the applications of DEVDC systems expand, DE/DC systems are growing very rapidly in terms of size and functionality.
Introduction
According to recent trends of internationalization of enterprises and intensification of relationships among companies, information systems with databases like banking on-line systems are required to handle following situations:
(1) progress of distributed information processing among geometrically distributed sites in VANS, including world-wide networks, (2) progress of 24 hour continuous operation to improve service time, (3) emergence of wide variety of application fields besides mainstay applications, e.g., office information'systems, engineering information systems, micro-main-frame linked information systems, etc., (4) increase in size of a database from around IOOGB to near IOOOCB and transaction traffics from around IOOtransIsec to about SOOtranslsec.
Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provjded fhat the copies are not made or distribufed for direct commercial advantage, the DASFAA copyright no&e and the title of fhe publication and its date appear. and notice is given that copying is by permissioxJ of the Organizing Commitlee of the Infernalionaf Symposium on Database Systems for Advanced Applications. To copy otherwise, or to republish. requires a fee and /or special pefmission from the Organizing Commitlee. Recovery information collected in a journal file must be separated to perform independent subsystem recovery. Journal file cannot be separated to each subsystem, as database recovery has to be done by DC subsystem while journal data must be taken by a DB subsystem. This means that even though recovery information should be separated, it cannot be separated from the beginning. Moreover, it is desirable to have single set of journal for whole system. XDM E2 supported the way to have single set of journal and independent recovery procedure by the subsystem recovery file and transaction recovery file as shown in Figure 2 . The recovery after whole system's failure is done-as shown in Figure 3 . At first, the XDM E2 controller reads the system status file which maintains the system status information and recovers its status. Then, it reads the journal and distributes the journal data to each subsystem's recovery file and transaction recovery file. After this journal input process, each subsystem is initiated. The initiated subsystems recover their own status through the subsystem recovery files, and as soon as the status is recovered, each DC subsystem starts its online service independentty.
The suspended transactions are recovered later using the information accumulated in transaction recovery file. This recovery can be done at any time after the DB subsystem initiation is completed. This is called "delayed recovery", for the recovery is processed after the online function's initiation. This enables each subsystem to recover asynchronously and even though some DB subsystem fails to recover, the -A concept of Globaf Schema and Distribution Schema makes a UAP independent from locations of distributed DB. And one can create UAPs without knowing the location of the distributed DB. Global schema describes the logical database structure which is independent from the CPU node location. Distribution schema describes the node location information of the data which is determined by a key value. Definition of the distributed database is shown in Figure 4 . According to this independency, it is possible to change the location of data without any modification of the UAP. 
